INTRODUCTION {#sec1-1}
============

Breast cancer is the most common cancer among women. It is also the second cause of cancer deaths among women and it is included 15% of cancer deaths.\[[@ref1]\] In this regard, the key point to increase the survival rate and life expectancy is early detection of the disease and its treatment.

Medical imaging plays a vital role in the cure of breast cancer, detection, diagnosis, treatment planning, and assessment of treatment response. Currently, mammography is the primary screening method for detecting of breast cancer. Unfortunately, 10-30% of breast cancers aren't detected by mammography\[[@ref2][@ref3][@ref4]\] and positive predictive value of mammography is \<35%.\[[@ref5]\] Therefore, other imaging techniques such as magnetic resonance imaging (MRI),\[[@ref6][@ref7]\] ultrasound,\[[@ref8][@ref9]\] and nuclear medicine imaging\[[@ref10][@ref11]\] are used as an adjunct screening method for patients with or suspected to breast cancer. Some studies show the superiority of MRI compared to mammography and ultrasound images in order to determine tumor volume.\[[@ref12][@ref13]\]

Today, interpretation of breast MRI is one of the most challenging issues in the field of medical image processing. Manual interpretation of breast cancer is a boring and time-consuming work. There is a great interest to use computer-aided detection (CAD) and diagnosis systems that are capable of increasing the efficiency, accuracy, and consistency of breast MRI interpretation. In computer-aided systems, detection of the suspected region of interest (ROI) is the essential stage for determining the exact volume of tumor. The significant point in this way is that the selection of suspicious ROI is completely depended on the operator. In addition, because of high volume and multi-dimensional data of dynamic contrast-enhanced (DCE)-MRI datasets, it inadvertently causes the elimination of the regions containing tumor.\[[@ref14][@ref15]\] Therefore, using fully automatic interpretation of MRI and choosing the reliable and right ROI eliminates human interactions and also can be more useful and valuable than the manual or semi-automatic methods.

Based on the above-mentioned, several studies have conducted various methods to directly segmented breast lesions. In\[[@ref16]\] a two-stage thresholding method is used. A threshold detects enhancement region from the background and the second threshold detects the suspected region from enhanced area. Hayton\[[@ref17]\] used a segmentation method based on thresholding of an image that obtained by subtracting two pre- and post-contrast images. This survey uses three different thresholds: A constant threshold, threshold derived from a histogram, and threshold defined as some percentage of the maximum value in the data. Since the signal intensity of MRI is depended on the contrast agent and also it needs particular MRI instrument, there is no general method for selecting the threshold and therefore the performance of these methods require user interaction.

Gihuijs *et al*.\[[@ref18]\] proposed a region growing seed-based algorithm to segment the lesion from the ROIs. These ROIs are achieved from threshold that is derived from the histogram of an image. In this method, the seeds manually are selected by the user. In addition, the same tissues may not behave uniformly against contrast agent and so this reduces accuracy of the threshold-based methods. Lucht *et al*.\[[@ref19]\] used pharmacokinetic modeling to produce parametric maps that were used for manual ROI selection; however, the computation of tracer kinetic parameters is still a lengthy task when performed on entire images. Gal *et al*.\[[@ref15]\] proposed a region growing method based on intensity value in the original image and fitted pharmacokinetic parameters. This approach automatically selects the seed voxel using kinetic parameters (e.g. through threshold) for selecting ROI is incorrect approach because tumor heterogeneity, which is an important factor to be accounted for, could be missed.

Yan *et al*. proposed a marker-controlled watershed method to segment lymphoma in sequential computerized tomography images.\[[@ref20]\] In their method, the external marker is obtained manually by drawing a circle enclosing the lymphoma. The internal marker is determined automatically by combing techniques including canny edge detection, thresholding, and morphological operation. Cui *et al*. also proposed a semi-automatic method based on marker-controlled watershed transformation to segment breast lesion volumes on MRI.\[[@ref21]\] They manually selected the ROI in a single image, followed by a Gaussian mixture model applied to a histogram of pixels inside the ROI to distinguish the lesion class from other tissues. The internal and external marker are determined on the basis of the ROI and the intensity distribution of the lesion, and the lesion contour is delineated using a marker-controlled watershed transform. These methods hardly be applied to MRI CAD because of their semi-automatic nature.

Automatic lesion detection in breast DCE-MRI is still an open problem and only a few authors presented algorithms aiming to automate the task. Vignati *et al*.\[[@ref22]\] focused on automatic lesion detection, and Renz *et al*.\[[@ref23]\] presented an approach to automatically detect and classify breast lesions. The authors reported satisfactory results, but their studies have some limitations since the performance of the algorithms was not tested on dataset with normal DCE-MRI studies, the proposed algorithms were only applied to mass-like lesions.\[[@ref22][@ref23]\]

It should be noted that the size of breast MRI is too large. Therefore, concentration on the enhancement regions and consequently reduction of the surface under consideration results in the reduction of the segmentation complexity can be very useful. Based on this, application of an algorithm without losing meaningful information for detecting ROIs is valuable.

One of the medical image processing methods used in several surveys is ROI hunter.\[[@ref24]\] In this method, the whole image is scanned in order to find the maximum intensity (as the center of suspected lesion). Then, a set of concentric rings are drown up around a local maximum until the ratio of pixel average intensity within each ring to maximum intensity is more than the threshold value.

The main disadvantage of this method is that the seed points are selected without considering their neighbors. Furthermore, the performance of the method is depended on threshold values.

In this paper, a novel automatic algorithm to detect ROI is proposed. This method is based on region growing, and it estimates the radius of ROI using learning automata (LA). Furthermore, in order to overcome the weakness of earlier contributions, learning methods are utilized to find the best of primary seed set.

METHODS {#sec1-2}
=======

The framework of this method is the development of the new method acting as a support to the detection process for medical imaging and satisfies those requirements. Our first contribution dealing with the segmentation suspicious lesion was concentrated on the idea of the manual detection of suspicious ROI by radiologist.\[[@ref25]\] To extend previous research, this paper has proposed an automatic method for detecting suspicious ROI based on the automatic seed selection and region growing in breast MRI. At the first step, it applied the thresholding to select the seeds from the postcontrast MRI. After that the best seeds were selected considering their neighborhood by using local binary pattern (LBP) features and learning method. At the second step detecting suspicious ROI through region growing/merging by use of LA. [Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} shows an overall view of this approach.

![Illustration of the proposed approach](JMSS-4-202-g001){#F1}

Seed Selection {#sec2-1}
--------------

A seed point is the starting point for region growing. Selection of the seed point significantly affects the segmentation result. Selecting a seed point outside the ROI will lead to incorrect results.

### Step 1: Seed Selection Based on Thresholding {#sec3-1}

There are several different methods to choose a threshold. Threshold can be chosen manually, or through an algorithm that are automatically computed. A simple thresholding method for seed selection is to choose the mean or median value and then the pixels bigger than it are chosen as seeds. This paper utilized this algorithm to select the seeds in the first step. Since this algorithm selects the seeds without considering their neighborhoods, the next step selects the targeted seeds accurately by learning based method.

### Step 2: Seeds Selection Based on Learning Methods and Local Binary Pattern Feature {#sec3-2}

Local binary pattern feature detectionLocal binary pattern was first described by Ojala *et al*.\[[@ref26][@ref27]\] It is considered as an effective descriptor for texture classification. LBP operator\'s labels image pixels by Thresholding in the 3 × 3 neighborhood of each pixel with the center value and considering the result of this thresholding as a binary number.[Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} shows that how the LBP codes are computed. After computing the LBP codes for all image pixels, the histogram of these codes is computed and used as texture descriptor. Limitation of this basic LPB was a small size of its neighborhood (3 × 3); therefore, it is unable to deal with typical features with large-scale structures. To overcome this limitation, later expanded for use in a different neighborhood.\[[@ref28]\]Figure 2Local binary pattern (LBP) computation. (a) Example of the basic LBP operator. (b) Examples of the common circular LBP neighborhoods: (8,1), (8,2) and (16,2) respectivelyThis operator allows detection of local binary patterns at circular neighborhoods of any quantization of the angular space and at any spatial resolution. Therefore, it derives the operator for a general case-based on a circularly symmetric neighborhood of P members on a circle of radius R. In addition to evaluating the performance of individual operators of a particular configuration (P, R), one could analyze and combine the responses of multiple operators realized with different parameters (P, R).\[[@ref28]\]A local binary pattern is called uniform if it contains at most two bitwise transitions from 0 to 1 or vice versa when the bit pattern is considered circular. For example, the patterns 01110000 and 100011100 are uniform and 01010010 are not.As stated by Ojala, the uniform patterns in the (8,1) neighborhood account nearly 90% of all patterns and for about 70% in the (16,2) neighborhood in texture images. In this paper, we use the uniform LBP operator as LBP~P,\ R~^u2^ where the down index represents using LBP in a (P, R) neighborhood and the up index u2 shows the using of uniform patterns.In the work of Ojala, histogram of the labeled image *f*~1~(*x*,*y*) is used as a descriptor. We can define this histogram as![](JMSS-4-202-g003.jpg)Where n is the number of different labels produced by the LBP operator, and I(A) =1 when A is true, while I(A) =0 when A is false.This histogram of uniform pattern computed over an image or regions that contains information about the local micro-patterns such as edges, spots and flat areas, and has been shown to be a very powerful texture descriptor.Learning based seeds selectionAs noted earlier, seed selection in the first step was only based on grey level. Since the MR image includes a lot of noise, false-positive (FP) of seeds collection that is derived from the first stage has a high amount.Inherently, texture and its spatial information play a key role in correctly selecting the seeds. Due to this fact, we establish our approach on the use of LBP for considering micro-patterns in whole of seeds and adapting of these descriptors for preserving the neighborhood of the seeds. Our general procedure in this step consists of using the LBP texture descriptor to describing neighborhood of the seeds. The LBP descriptor used to reduce the FP via classifying the seeds into two categories, seeds belonging to the tumor or to the normal tissue.In this stage, one seed randomly is selected from seeds collection. After that, a 25 × 25 rectangular region is considered around of seed (this seed is the center of this region). In following of approach, LBP histogram for this region is computed and is allocated to above-mentioned central seed.The final step of proposed approach is seed classification. To reach this goal, we use the k-nearest neighbor (k-NN) algorithm\[[@ref29]\] that is a nonparametric method for classifying objects based on closest training examples in the feature space. Finally, the number of seeds decreases by about 50% of primary value.

Region of Interest Detection {#sec2-2}
----------------------------

Detection of suspicious ROIs is a critical preprocessing step in DCE-MRI data evaluation.

### Learning Automata {#sec3-3}

Learning is defined as the ability of a system to improve its responses based on past experiences.\[[@ref30]\] Automata is a machine that can perform a finite number of actions. Each selected action is assessed by a probabilistic environment. Response of evaluation is given in the form of a positive or negative signal to automata and then automata depending on its past experiences selected the next action. The ultimate goal of this is the automata learned to choose the best action within its actions. Each action that maximize the probability of reward token from the environment, is the best and the next action is chosen according to specific probability distribution. This probability distribution based on environment responses to automata is updated. [Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} represents a feedback connection of an automaton and an environment. The LA can be represented by a quintuple {Φ, α, β, F, h} where:

Φ is a set of state of automata. At any instant n, the state Φ (*n*) is belonging to a finite set Φ={Φ~1~, Φ~2~, ..., Φ~s~}α is a set of action (output of automata), action of automata at instant n is α (*n*), and set of actions is α={α~1~,α~2~,..., α~1~}β is a set of environment responses (inputs of automata), the input of automata in instant n is β (*n*) and set of inputs defined as follows: β = {β~1~, β~2~,..., β~m~}, β (*n*) is an element of this set*F*: Φ × → Φ is the learning algorithm. *F* is a mapping current state and input to the next state. *F* can be defined as: Φ (*n* + 1) = *F* (Φ \[*n*\], β \[*n*\])*h*: Φ × β → α is the output function that mapping current state and input to the current output. β (*n* = g (Φ (\[*n*\]) if output function replace by g: Φ → a.

![Learning automata and environment](JMSS-4-202-g004){#F3}

*N* indicates the iteration number and *P*~j~(*n*) is action probability; the probability that automaton is in state *j* at iteration n.

The automata schema can be described as follow:

If α (*n*) = α~i~ and for *j* ! = *i*; (*j* = 1 to *r*)

![](JMSS-4-202-g005.jpg)

In order to preserve probability measure,

![](JMSS-4-202-g006.jpg)

### Region of Interest Detection Proposed Method {#sec3-4}

The proposed approach improves searching local maxima of the pixel grey level intensity (as seeds) using the method is described in section A. Then, an algorithm is represented for automatic detection of suspicious ROI. This algorithm is based on LA that is an optimization algorithm.

The proposed algorithm has been described in the following:

Begin

1\) Threshold-based seed selection

2\) Selecting best seeds-based on LBP feature and learning methods

Input: Original image, set of seeds for each seed

3\) Define a constant initial radius r0

Calculate energy of ROI with radius r0 (with fitness function) and

While (termination criterion not satisfied) %For constant number of loop (n)

4\) Using Automata to optimize the radius of ROI detection

5\) Calculate the fitness of ROI (energy)

End

5\) Sorting n radius based on fitness

6\) Selecting a best radius with high fitness

7\) Crop the ROI with this radius from original image

8\) Merge this ROIs with pervious ROIs End

End

After selecting the seed point, automata need an initial radius of ROI to assign to seed. So automat starts its activity with initial radius of 1. In fact, initial ROI contains the pixels of MRI that are in the smallest size of seed\'s neighborhood (3 × 3). The seed is the center of this ROI.

We have three actions with fair probability. At the first action, it increases the radius of ROI. The second action decreases radius and the third action doesn't change radius. LA randomly selects one of these three actions and then applied to the radius of ROI. Then, based on selected action, the radius is changed. After that, the energy of this ROI is computed. If new ROI with new radius has higher energy than previous one, the probability of selected action will be increased, otherwise will be decreased. In other word, automata use corresponding response from an environment, which is also known as reinforcement signal, to update probability of actions at each stage of order to select its next action. The procedure continues until an optimal radius for ROI obtained. So at the end of iterations the best radius is selected based on energy of pixels belong to ROI. This ROI with optimal radius is cropped from image and the next seed as a center of next ROI is selected by automata. After applying this procedure to the whole set of seeds, optimal radius of suspicious ROIs is obtained by LA for each seed. At the end, all of these ROIs are merged as suspicious ROIs.

As an example, [Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"} reported the original image (left) and the detected ROI (right).

![Original image (left), detected region of interest (right)](JMSS-4-202-g007){#F4}

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS {#sec1-3}
====================

In the previous section, we proposed an approach for breast lesion detection in MRIs in detail. In this section, the performance of this method is investigated by using PIDER breast MRI dataset (see https://www.imaging.nci.nih.gov/ncia). This dataset includes breast MRI and its ground truth (GT) segmentation that have been manually identified by a radiologist. GT is used as a reference for performance evaluation of ROI detection methods in our experiments.

Evaluation Criteria {#sec2-3}
-------------------

Several measures exist to evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm. Among them, we chose the specificity, accuracy, and FP per image. Following, it is given a definition of some expressions in [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}.

###### 

Definition of some expressions

![](JMSS-4-202-g008)

### Accuracy {#sec3-5}

This criterion is used to measure the similarity between assigned labels by computer algorithm and real labels given by a radiologist.

![](JMSS-4-202-g009.jpg)

### Specificity {#sec3-6}

This criterion measures the proportion of negatives that are correctly identified.

![](JMSS-4-202-g010.jpg)

### False Positives/Image {#sec3-7}

The number of nonpathological regions detected with an algorithm as suspicious region.

Performance Evaluation of Seed Selection {#sec2-4}
----------------------------------------

After the seed selection based on thresholding, we used 100 images in size 25 × 25 pixel containing and not containing tumor for training the (k-NN with k = 10). Best seeds are selected from first set using k-NN and LBP feature (using the proposed approach). The results of these stages are shown in [Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}. As it can be seen, the average number of seeds is half compared to the stage 2. Therefore, the processing time has reduced significantly.

###### 

Seed selection results of 15 image

![](JMSS-4-202-g011)

Parameter Definition for Learning Automata {#sec2-5}
------------------------------------------

As mentioned earlier, we want to regularize radius of ROI based on energy of pixels in the region with LA.

This algorithm gets the primary radius as input and regularizes radius of ROI by LA in some iteration. Hence, it could find desired ROI with minimizing the energy of region. In this approach, LA is learned by100 iteration. Iteration number evaluated with three criteria: Time, true positive (TP), false negative (FN).

The best values of the iteration number for LA have been set in order to minimize the time and FN and maximize TP, synchronously. This matter is revealed in Figures [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}--[7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}. As it can be seen, the TP and FN are stable in 100^th^ iteration. It completely obvious that in higher iteration TP increases and FN has the minimum number of pixel that are missed, but the required time significantly increases, too. So the 100^th^ iteration is the suitable choice.

![Required time in each iteration](JMSS-4-202-g012){#F5}

![True positive rate of the region of interest detection in each iteration](JMSS-4-202-g013){#F6}

![False negative rate of the region of interest detection in each iteration](JMSS-4-202-g014){#F7}

Performance Evaluation {#sec2-6}
----------------------

This section describes the experimental results of proposed ROI detection algorithm on breast MRI. As mentioned earlier, ROI hunter is one of the ROI detection methods based on region growing. To compare the performance of the presented method and ROI hunter, the evaluation measures such as specificity, accuracy and FP per image of these methods are computed for test data. Tables [3](#T3){ref-type="table"} and [4](#T4){ref-type="table"} represent ROI detection results of the ROI hunter and proposed approach on 15-test images. The mean, std, maximum and minimum values of specificity, accuracy and FP for all data are also compared in [Table 5](#T5){ref-type="table"}.

###### 

ROI detection results of 15 image for ROI hunter

![](JMSS-4-202-g015)

###### 

ROI detection results of 15 image for proposed approach

![](JMSS-4-202-g016)

###### 

ROI detection results of 15 image for proposed approach and ROI hunter

![](JMSS-4-202-g017)

It should be noted that the goal of this paper is to present a method to select all pathological regions without any considering of the tumor segmentation. Therefore, among several measures, the specificity is the most important criteria, because it indicates the ability of the algorithm to select regions that contain the lesions.

Unfortunately, during the detection process, a lot of nonpathological regions are selected too. However, to get a better performance for a CAD system, the ROI is requested to admit a low number of FP.So, a proper method should maximize the specificity and minimize the FP/image number. The quantitative evaluation results of all 15-test images provided in [Table 5](#T5){ref-type="table"}, also the visual results for sample data illustrated in [Table 6](#T6){ref-type="table"} show that the proposed method could produce more proper results compared to ROI hunter visually and in terms of specificity, accuracy and FP/image measures. It means that the regions are detected more accurately compared to the ROI hunter (The accuracy was (61.14 ± 4.35) and (53.64 ± 2.03) between computer and radiologist for proposed approach and ROI hunter respectively while FP/image was 7.92 ± 1.44 for our method and 11.6 ± 1.64 for ROI hunter).

As computation time point of view, the application of metaheuristic and soft computing techniques lead to increase the computation time in spite of high accuracy. In proposed method to extract ROI, the computation time will be increased because of using LA. To evaluate of mentioned time, 15-test images were tested by a PC of 3.2 GHZ CPU and 4 Gb RAM. The average of processing time for extract ROI is approximately 8 minutes this time is completely acceptable with respect to achieved accuracy.

###### 

ROI detection results for ROI hunter and proposed methods

![](JMSS-4-202-g018)

CONCLUSION {#sec1-4}
==========

In this paper, a new automatically algorithm is presented for breast lesion detection in MRIs. The algorithm is based on region growing, and it used LBP feature for accurately seed selection. It decreases the probability of selecting the noise pixel as a seed. This algorithm used learning automat and energy of image for growing the regions and was able to select regions with higher probability to contain lesions.

This method was evaluated through three criteria; accuracy, specificity, FP/image. The results show that the proposed method has the higher performance compared to ROI hunter method in detecting the suspicious region.
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